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Welcome to 
‘HellVen'



Personally, I am very optimistic about our future *provided that…



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Exponential Digitization Automation Virtualization Disintermediation



1 2 4 8 16 32 64
‘Gradually, then suddenly’



Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

How can you/your company think exponential and combinatorial?



http://www.mondaynote.com/2014/11/09/europe-the-digital-squeeze-is-coming/

3 Billion newly networked minds; emergence of a ‘Global Brain’



India is well-suited for ‘global brain’ opportunities in 
the knowledge / digital economy



 ‘Global Brain’ opportunities such as….



http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2621915 Twitter: @gleonhard

Mobile devices are quickly becoming our external brains, 
holding our memories, knowledge, communications, relationships…



‘Outsourcing’ of human interaction, issues and debates to technology…?



 Interface (r)evolutions & AI: re-setting human-machine interactions

Twitter: @gleonhard



Software is eating the world… *Marc Andreessen
The inevitable transfer of value from traditional companies to software companies 

http://social-biz.org/2013/10/26/automation-elevating-workers-not-eliminating/



Change often takes much longer than we think but when it finally 
arrives it often has a lot more impact than we ever imagined

http://www.andyhinesight.com/tag/work/

Image via SingularityHub



Very soon: ’game over’ for competing with machines for efficiency (aka working like a robot) 



You ain’t seen nothing yet…



http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/01/what-jobs-will-the-robots-take/283239/

Routine-based, average wage, mid-skills jobs: destined for automation



Yes, many traditional jobs will be lost to intelligent software and machines but a multitude 
of new kinds of jobs will be created, as well - we just need to be ready for the challenge!

Images via WSJ.com

http://WSJ.com


All data, facts, information, media, content is moving into the cloud

Yet human experiences, learnings and meta-intelligence still requires embodiment



“Big business decisions will be made not be experts or intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”  
Virginia Rometty, CEO and chairwoman of IBM, speaking at the Council of Foreign Relations March 7, 2013



Scarcity insideAbundance outside



Production Work ➲ Knowledge Work ➲ Wisdom Work (Human-Only)



Video via IBM Smarter Planet Youtube



http://www.wsj.com/articles/automation-makes-us-dumb-1416589342

By 2030 we may need to consider some kind of BIG (Basic Income Guarantee)



“We are starting to create machines that can make decisions like humans, but these machines don't have morality and 
likely never will” (Nick Bilton, NYT) “Artificial intelligence is potentially more dangerous than nukes” (Elon Musk, Tesla) 

“AI would be the biggest event in human history. Unfortunately, it might also be the last” (Stephen Hawking)



“TECHNOLOGY HAS  

NO ETHICS”



What will happen to serendipity, mystery, chance, mistakes, inefficiency…??



But to find a future-proof balance between humanity and technology we must go beyond fear



‘Everything that happens must be known’



?Everything that happens must be known?



Digital India: beware of ‘digital feudalism’



via Peter Diamandis Abundance Hub

Education for a digitally-native and exponential world will need to focus on 
both technology & science as well as humanity, creativity, imagination, ethics 



The future of HR: empowerment not control



Some key future skills: pattern recognition, fore-
sighting and predicting unintended consequences



Size ☯ Speed 
Power ☯ Purpose 

Strength ☯ Resilience 
Algorithm ☯ Humarithm 

Information ☯ Imagination 
Network Control ☯ Network Effect



Digital transformation of society

Transformation of the global 
Ecosystem: towards the 

triple bottom-line



Profit
Profit 

People

Heading towards ‘sustainable capitalism’
People 

Planet 
Profit



Summary and key take-aways

‘Gradually, then suddenly’



@gleonhard

Thanks for your time and attention!

Download this presentation at www.futuristgerd.com
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